Outline
• QCD fits to structure functions and jet data • α S and jets at ZEUS • Diffractive structure functions and final states 
ZEUS-JETS: NLO QCD DGLAP analysis on ZEUS (HERA I) data alone
• low Q 2 NC → sea and gluon at low x
• high Q 2 NC/CC → valence at high x
• Direct γp and DIS jets data from 96-97 included in the fit in a rigourous way → constrain the gluon at mid-to-high-x. 
Data slightly above NLO (DISENT) at low x, theoretical uncertainties are still large.
Very high-x in NC
• Q 2 reconstructed from electron
• If jet inside detector, x from E jet , θ jet
• If jet outside, take integral x limit < x < 1 (last bin)
• Extend to x > 0.4 NLO QCD fit for Q 2 > 2 GeV 2 , x I P < 0.01
• 10% of DIS events are diffractive, LPS data, NLO QCD fit to extract the diffractive pdfs
• QCD fit describes F D 2 (3) and F D(3)cc 2 −→ diffractive hard scattering factorization
• Can diffractive pdfs describe djetproduction?
Diffractive γp dijets NLO QCD predictions (KlKr+H1 2002 fit) describe shape, but overall suppression factor of R 0.5 is needed, for resolved (close to pp collisions) but also for direct. • F D 2 (3) determined with the ln M x method, larger kinematic range, lower Q 2 (> 2 GeV 2 ), higher M X up to 35 GeV (extension in η due to the FPC 5 < η < 4), high statistics
• Positive scaling violations −→ confirm perturbative effects Strange production: BE correlations in K ± BE effect: enhancement in the production of identical bosons with similar momenta 
Other pentaquark searches at ZEUS No evidence for NA49 pentaquark→ Ξπ Charm jets in γp m c , p jet T provide the hard scales, hadronization effects are reduced using jets. Dijets sensitive to higher order effects.
Comparison of NLO massive calculations (FMNR) to the data shows deviation of dσ/d∆φ jj and dσ/dp 
